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CF walking them through the new text that had just been released compiled over the weekend. We want 

to know if this help navigate the 180 pages informal note that is still on the table if you do not like this 

tool.  

Egypt asking about status of the informal note.  

CF: remains on the table until parties agree to discard it.  

Marshall islands for AOSIS: also thank parties that informally negotiated to unlock some issues that 

allowed this to happen. We see our positions in the text. If later spot something and we can later bring it 

in then that is fine.  

CF: it is just a step to help move towards to substantive discussions, you can always refer back to 

submissions made.  

Ethiopia: good step, captures both diverging and converging views and at a quick look it is a step in the 

right directionn 

Zimbabwe for Africa: We note the tool will not replace the informal note, we saw that there are some 

things that are highlighted in grey. You indicated  that these are issues submitted by parties? Can you 

clarify what it means. We did not have sufficient time to look at it closely.  

CF: parts in grey indicates where streamlining of submissions have been made, the rest has been taken 

from the informal note. We trust there are hooks for all your ideas in the document.  

Brazil: we see our positions captured in it, some areas where we prefer to shift things to other places 

but we do not have that luxury now.  

Korea for IEG: we may later have concerns but accept it as a tool.  

Columbia: we see many other places to do streamlining. We may have some reactions later on. How 

can we further do the work to get to the guidance for the COP. How can we support you to continue the 

process?  

CF: next steps will be discussed by co-chairs in coming days. So we have heard concerns but overall that 

parties are prepared to take this tool as an outcome of our discussions and something to help us carry 

work forward. We are happy and we can have an early evening.  

Japan: We preferred a further concise streamlined text and I notice concerns by IEG some submissions 

are not captured. Also there are duplications in this paper but we have only 20 min to close this sessions 

and I think we can welcome these issues before Cop24 with that understanding we can support the 

proposal.  

Marshall islands: Yes we are happy, we want assurance that this prejudge discussions as there are 

many things here we do not like. It should not say whether NDCs include mitigation.  

 

 


